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“Millenials to Snake People” is a browser extension originally released in 2015 that finds 

instances of the word “millennials” in a web site and changes it to “snake people,” 

frequently with comedic effect.

Before:

After:

The extension and the code is available for free via GitHub under a very permissive license 

that allows you do what you please with the code. The extension provides a framework that 

is performing the “find and replace” function from Word, but now in your browser (similar 

extensions now do this for photos as well as text).

It turns out coding can be super easy, if you start with something pre-built. Found something 

on GitHub that does something close to what you need? Fix it until it does what you want. In 

this case, “millennials” was replaced by ISBNs and “snake people” with the same ISBN plus 

a string of text, depending on whether it was the print or electronic ISBN. The ISBNs were 

obtained by filtering the JSTOR KBART file and pasting the resulting ISBNS into an Excel 

spreadsheet, where a formula would append and prepend the relevant javascript. The 

resulting cells were then pasted into the .js file. As the ISBNs were hard coded, this required 

manual updates, performed weekly. After some trial and error, the extension was functional 

and rolled out to selectors for use. It was not elegant code or equipped with a fancy UI, but it 

performed the needed task and has been implemented at some other UC campuses as well.

Aim

In January, UC Libraries began a two-year DDA ebook pilot with JSTOR. The pilot includes 

2017 and 2018 frontlists, and will include approximately 6,000 titles; 3,000 from 2017, and 

3,000 from 2018. 

During the DDA launch, selectors had two main concerns: How will I know what not to 

order during the pilot, and once the pilot is over, how can I go back and see which titles did 

or did not trigger purchases, so that I can fill-in what I would have purchased?

Berkeley primarily uses GOBI for print and ebook ordering. The GOBI site also includes 

metadata for each title, which provides convenient match points when comparing to a 

KBART holdings file, such as one might obtain from JSTOR. I decided to try and use the 

extension to modify GOBI for selectors to keep the process of avoiding duplicates as easy as 

possible and continue to let GOBI function as a one-stop shop for ordering.

Background Take Away

Feedback from the initial rollout was overwhelmingly positive, and feedback from selectors 

contributed to an iterative design process. In the initial release of the extension, only eISBNs

were being modified, as Acquisition policy allows for print and electronic duplication. 

Selectors requested print ISBNs be included where available, which was added during one 

of the regular holdings updates. To address the issue of fill-in after the pilot, the extension 

will be updated for a final time; holdings will be filtered at the end of 2018 by the ‘license’ 

column which identifies titles in the profile (“DDACOR”) or titles that have triggered a 

purchase (“DDABUY”), and appropriate text notes will indicate a title’s status.

While selector feedback was great, it also provided impetus to ask systems for help in 

improving the extension. Where before there was an idea, there was now a live, working 

prototype to work from. The concept was proven and had community support, making for a 

more compelling reason to dedicate staff effort toward. Arguably, this is the real goal in 

many cases – not just to have something that works, but to have institutional support, from 

someone who knows what they are doing. Thanks to the know-how from staff in our 

Systems office, the latest version of the extension now updates in real time, requiring no 

manual updating.

There are lots of great ideas, and sometimes it can be difficult to sell that idea to colleagues 

without a proof of concept. This can be especially challenging in the digital world, where 

prototyping can be daunting for someone without a coding background. Letting open-source 

code from GitHub or elsewhere do the bulk of the heavy lifting makes things substantially 

easier. As with many things, there is a decent chance that someone else had a similar issue or 

question; Stack Overflow and Google developer pages were able to address many of the 

issues that arose along the way relatively quickly.
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As part of a consortial DDA for JSTOR ebooks, an open-source browser extension called 

“Millenials to Snake People” was re-purposed to create a new extension for use by Berkeley 

selector librarians on the GOBI website. Dubbed the DDA DoubleCheck, the new extension 

modifies pages on the gobi3.com site within the user’s browser to indicate when a title is 

part of our DDA profile based on ISBN to avoid purchasing duplication. 

Ebooks? DDA? Snake People? What?

GOBI With Extension:

GOBI Without Extension:

ISBN matches holdings; Print edition 

flagged as Alt-Ed in DDA profile

ISBN matches holdings; 

eBook flagged as part of DDA profile

ISBN unmodified; no indication that 

this title is part of DDA profile

ISBN unmodified; no indication that 

this title has an Alt-Ed in DDA profile

JSTOR DDA Ebook Pilot, 2017-2018

http://www.cdlib.org/services/collections/current/JSTOR/index.html

Millenials to Snake People GitHub: 

https://github.com/ericwbailey/millennials-to-snake-people

DDA Doublecheck (First version, manual updates):

https://github.com/LibraryIan/GOBI-DDA-Doublecheck

Experimenting: “If it isn’t broken, fix it until it is”
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